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NOW … YOU KNOW 

 PERMANENT LOCKDOWN 
By Bruce Mills 

Permanent Lockdown ? Really ? When you look at the two new pieces of Government 
Legislation, the effect is to continue holding South Africa in a ‘State of Disaster’ without such a 
state existing. Sounds crazy, right ? Well, you thought that we had the best Constitution in the 
world, and we do, butthis Government is finding a way to remove your rights by changing laws 
as you are looking at a war in Ukraine.
It is time to ‘VUKA’ - to wake up. A key word in the pieces of the amendments is surveillance. 
This means how to watch you. Every day. Everywhere. Everyone. It also means to put in place 
measures to control your money, your health, your work, your travel, your ownership and use of
anything ! Sounds crazy , right? These plans have been in the making since 1945 or even 
earlier by secret organisations that have been planning this for a long time.
But what does ending the State of Disaster really mean? Well, as soon as that date is 
announced, projected to be 15th April 2022, all , and I mean ALL the rules , regulations set by 
the Ministers of COGTA, National Dept. of Health, Dept of Labour and Employment and any 
other directives made and gazetted under that Disaster Act – vanish ! They fall away. Gone and
thank goodness, goodbye to the pain and suffering and huge loss we carried because of them. 
Hold on. They are back ! What you ask, how could they, when we have reached the ‘herd 
immunity’ THEY said would return us to ‘normal’ ? This Government is slipping in two new 
amendments to make the State of Disaster and Lockdown measures PERMANENT. Basically, 
South Africa will become a MEDICAL POLICE STATE. Your Government is using the ability of a
Minister to make amendments to Acts of Parliament without following Parliamentary procedure 
and also public comment. Yet these changes are so significant and potentially in violation of so 
many existing laws, including our wonderful Constitution! I believe they should be open to 
rigorous public comment and full Parliamentary debate, if not a full REFERENDUM !
How do we make laws in the proper way?

Do you see Step 2 – it goes for public comment? Thanks to Sabinet for this chart.
For the severe changes to the Health Act, the Minister has opened it for public comment 
which closes on 15th April 2022. YOU HAVE TO ACT NOW TO HAVE YOUR SAY.
What do you say? “We object to these amendments as going against our basic rights in 
the Constitution.” There is more to say, guidance documents are coming. Check on the 
VUKA SA groups on telegram or our website. 
But – the Code of Practice amendment to the Occupational Health and Safety Act has 
NOT been opened for public comment. The Minister doesn’t have to, but he should. We 
need to get this change challenged and voice our objections very loudly by any means 
possible. These changes allow companies to inject our workers with untested drugs 
against their free will. They also create a working environment that takes away our 
equality under Section 9 of the Constitution and your rights in Section 12. They also are 
in conflict with the Employment Equity Act.
We need your voices now ! VUKA – wake up South Africa – VUKA !
You cannot mandate a person into ending their life. 

 Wa ter Thing !
Imagine if completely unnecessary and squandered government Covid funds had been used to 
improve infrastructure rather than being wasted and used to line the pockets of the corrupt. This 
same mantra has been recited by many for many years over the billions or perhaps trillions of 
taxpayer Rands that have been similarly wasted. Instead of being utilized properly, this 
malfeasance has resulted in serious degradation of the infrastructure for which government 
should be responsible. A very serious case in point is South Africa´s water infrastructure which 
has become dangerously compromised. In Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality, as in most other 
municipalities nationwide, the water reticulation system has not been upgraded or expanded in 
many years. Instead, when problems arise, a band aid approach is used. The municipality has 
also run out of sewage capacity. Because of this, contaminated water has entered natural water 
courses resulting in all 400 lakes and dams within the municipality having become polluted with 
raw effluent, thereby killing birds, fish and other wildlife. The 22nd of March was World Water 
Day, a good time to focus on this life-giving resource.

As the scouting motto instructs, we need to ¨Be Prepared¨. We cannot survive without water. 
When safe, clean municipal water is not guaranteed, citizens need to take charge of their own 
needs. Harvesting water from boreholes and rainwater tanks are the best known methods, but 
there are other options also worth considering. The water contained in mist and fog for example 
can be collected through condensation onto a vertical mesh, with the water then draining down 
into a storage system. The success of this method, however, is very dependent on geographical 
location. Various water from air extraction devices can also be built or purchased. These devices, 
like borehole pumps are normally reliant on electricity, in which case alternative, independent 
power sources to the national electricity grid should also need to be explored. Recycling of water 
by capturing and reusing grey water for gardening purposes is another option that one can also 
easily implement.

When we are at the mercy of others and authorities, we feel hopeless and powerless. Taking 
steps toward self-sufficiency results in an evolving, positive mindset.

By Sula van Lelyveld

We want to work toward creating a space where individuals can 
enjoy their fundamental right and freedom to choose natural or 
alternative healing therapies. A safe place, that encourages bodily
autonomy and responsibility.
There should be no negative or undue interference by 
government or corporations in an individual’s ability to exercise 
their human rights, particularly when such interference involves 
concealing or misrepresenting relevant information, or seeking to 
gain power or influence for their benefit. 
JOIN US ON TELEGRAM @VUKASOUTHAFRICA

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
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It’s wrong on all counts
 
The moment the Code of Good Practice: Managing Exposure to SARS-CoV-2 in the 
Workplace (the ‘Code’) becomes operational - immediately upon the lifting of the 
current State of Disaster - the National Employers’ Association of South Africa 
(NEASA) will approach the High Court to challenge its legality.
“We are perturbed by the contents of the newly introduced Code and the 
accompanying regulations in respect of Hazardous Biological Agents (HBA) in the 
workplace”, Gerhard Papenfus, Chief Executive of NEASA said following the gazettal 
of these regulations by the Minister of Employment and Labour.
Papenfus points out that, apart from the fact that these regulations choose to ignore 
the truth about the ‘virus’, its latest variant (Omicron) and the appropriateness of 
‘vaccine’-treatment, which aim to deal with the management of Covid-19 in the 
workplace, these regulations not only place massive, unreasonable administrative 
and legal obligations on employers, but is impractical and confusing. 
He also points out that the inclusion of the SARS-CoV-2 as an HBA in the 
regulations, effectively requires every employer to comply with all the HBA 
regulations.
“The Occupational Health and Safety Act and the HBA regulations were designed to 
mitigate the risk of exposure to an HBA which originated in the workplace, and to 
prevent the possible transmission thereof to the community. Covid-19 does not 
originate in the workplace but is already circulating freely in all communities”, 
Papenfus said.
The Constitution of South Africa guarantees the right to ‘Just Administrative Action’ - 
that is actions by public bodies which are lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair. 
“It is our view that the Minister’s actions in respect of the ‘Code’ and the HBA- 
regulations are neither lawful nor reasonable and is in contravention of the principle
of legality, which is one of the founding values of the Constitution”, Papenfus said.
Although the ‘Code’ will only become operational once the State of Disaster has been 
lifted, NEASA has instructed its legal team to bring an application to review and set 
aside the decision of the Minister, immediately upon its implementation. 
Furthermore, NEASA is also considering legal action in respect of the amendment to 
the regulations relating to the surveillance and the control of notifiable medical 
conditions published for comment by the Minister of Health. Should these 
amendments be implemented, it will effectively make the Covid-19 lock-down 
permanent.
The proposed regulations will undoubtedly continue to cause significant damage to 
the already battered and bruised South African economy.        
“Government’s read of the situation on the ground, is clearly mistaken. To even 
attempt to force the Covid/vaccine mandate down the throat of South Africans, is a 
severe error in judgement, and in fact very naïve. The majority of South Africans are 
already beyond the Covid-‘scare’, and Government’s attempt to bring them back and 
under Government’s control, by means of these regulations, is simply contra- 
productive; it will simply deepen the trust-deficit between Government and the 
populace”, Papenfus said.

ISSUED BY
Gerhard Papenfus
Chief Executive
NEASA 

I was 20 when my eldest daughter was born. She grew up to be my best friend. 4 Years ago, she 
and her husband moved to Canada. We remained close and spoke to each other almost every 
day. Their daughter was born at the end of 2020 and I could´t wait to meet her. When flights 
opened up in Feb 21, I travelled through ghost town airports to visit them. We spent a joyous, 
memorable month together. We shared scepticism about the rushed, propaganda filled jab roll 
out which was just starting there. Sometimes a cloud blocked the light of this time as I sensed a 
future of mandates and restricted travel, possibly meaning that this may have been our last time 
together.

After I left Canada, they came under increasing pressure. The social stigma of being an ´anti 
vaxxer´ took its toll on her.  They heard of 2 young peers who died from Covid. Duncan´s brother
was hospitalised with Covid and a blood clot in his leg. Domi would not be able to return to 
teaching without taking the shot. They set September as a deadline to decide. As the date 
neared I spammed her increasingly with links and videos, desperate to sway their choice. In 
August ´her´ tone changed and I realised that Duncan was responding to my messages. I love 
Duncan like a son and we always had a good relationship. The tone jarred. When I sent a Peter 
Mc Cullough video, her reaction was deeply hurtful. She basically told me to leave her alone. We 
did not talk for over a week. The next time she communicated was to say that they had booked a 
flight to visit SA, obviously the decision to jab had been made. I could hardly get excited about 
seeing them in December as I felt that the price paid was so high.  

It was lovely to see them, my younger children were enchanted with baby P who was here for her 
first birthday. Still I felt that there was an invisible wall, an unhealed wound. After a week, late at 
night, they told me that 4 days after his 2nd shot Duncan was hospitalised with pericarditis. This 
was the time when Domi had cut me off. As the link to the jab was clear, he now has medical 
exemption. Incidentally the hospital in their small town had not treated 1 covid patient, but by 
September when he was admitted, they had 15 cardiac jab linked cases admitted. Who knows 
how many more there have been since then? Or how many other different adverse effects have 
led to hospitalisation.  

It is awful that he was harmed. It is devastating that my daughter did not feel that she could talk 
to me. That they went through this without my support. I would never have said ´I told you so´ I 
still feel heartbroken that I was not there for them. This terrible evil has not only taken lives, it has 
broken relationships. We are healing and I pray for the full restoration of our bond.
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By Sula van Lelyveld

CLARITY PUHLEESE ! 
By Dr Kat

On Monday evening, during our last “family meeting”, our president announced  the new adjustments to the already adjusted 
(several times) Alert Level 1 regulation. The changes made to regulations regarding “gatherings” has left me rather perplexed. 
Here’s my understanding - the virus that has warranted the 2 year worldwide upheaval has mutated yet again. Now, it can travel 
only 1m, instead of 1,5m. It can recognise schools and malls and knows only to enter malls. The virus is also quite well 
mannered, it only “attacks” standing persons in restaurants. Outdoor public spaces are too “regular” for this strain. It favours paid 
venues with large capacity because it seems that the virus has the amazing capability of recognising the unjabbed at these 
venues. Perhaps it’s time we all get some clarity on why the jabbed and jab-free, who we all agree by now can get covid and 
transmit covid, are being treated differently, in an outdoor space to boot. Furthermore, a clear timeline of “no older than 72hrs” 
has been defined for the negative PCR test to gain entry into stadiums, yet there’s no clarity on ”proof of vaccine”. Is this because 
the new mutation doesn’t follow the “expert definition” of “fully vaccinated“ which in South Africa currently is - 14 weeks post 
single J&J jab and 14 days post SECOND dose of the Pfixer gene therapy injection. A super strain indeed.

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
mailto:media@neasa.co.za
mailto:media@neasa.co.za
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How are companies in South Africa going to deal with the safety of the “vaccinated” 
once they have excluded the unvaccinated from the workplace? 
Considering the following:
1. The experimental gene therapy injections *do not stop* transmission. 
They were marketed, and still are, as the only effective tool to deal with Covid19. Yet, 
the "vaccinated" are conditioned to believe that the vaccine-free individuals are the only 
threat in terms of transmission of the virus or the development of variants. 
2. "Vaccinated" employees are equally as infectious as their unvaccinated colleagues 
when positive with Covid19. The risks are equal in terms of transmission.
3. The vaccines have been proven to not be as effective as originally thought. Regular 
Boosters of up to between 4-5 are now encouraged, and are already required in some 
developed countries.There have been no adjustments or changes made to the original 
experimental injections to date, and these are still the original version of the jabs despite 
variants. Therefore, variants can escape its envisaged "protection".
4. The possible side effects of the vaccines(Pfizer) which have been laid bare recently.
5. The CDC has advised against the use of the J&J vaccines due to the clinical studies 
that raised serious concerns about heart problems and blood clotting. 
6. Revelations and admission that herd immunity has most likely been reached in South 
Africa and other parts of Africa in general, by both our government representatives and 
one of the biggest sponsors in the development of gene therapies touted as vaccines, 
Mr Bill Gates. 
7. Reported side effects are met with disdain and ridicule, and often ascribed to 
underlying conditions. The same principles or standards were not applied to the side 
effects or deaths recorded as due to the Covid19 virus.
8. Natural immunity has been proven to be much more potent than that provided by the 
experimental injections. 
Some developed countries are rumored to be recognizing previous infection on the 
same level as those who have taken the experimental injections. 
So,
1. How are companies intending on protecting the “vaccinated”  from serious illness or 
death especially after coercing and mandating same ? 
2. How are the vaccine-free being protected from the “vaccinated” - who can equally 
spread Covid19 ?
3. Will jabbed employees that experience adverse effect post-jab turn to the courts for 
ordering compernsation from their employees ?
4. Will the healthy, unjabbed, employees seek overtime and raises for carrying the load 
left behind from jabbed employees, en-masse,  being sick or demising ?
These questions are still left unanswered by government, scientists, legal fraternity and 
employers. 
 

Vuka News received a troubling report. A lady who works as a domestic helper, was 
told by a clinic sister that she needed to visit EG Usher Memorial hospital in Kokstad 
for a medical procedure. She travelled 55km to the hospital on her day off. On 
arrival at the government hospital, a security guard told her that she could not enter 
the hospital property without a jab certificate. He went on to say that the hospital´s 
ambulances would not transport an unvaxxed patient either. I telephoned the 
hospital to investigate this incident, but the lady who I spoke to stated emphatically 
that there is no such policy in place.  
Curious as to the stance of private hospitals, I telephoned Netcare Sunward Park 
and asked if they would deny access or treatment to an unvaxxed patient. The lady 
that I spoke to at this hospital also indicated that no policy exists there to 
discriminate against the unjabbed. She added that extra care is taken to prevent 
transmission.  
It seems that the security guard at EG Usher Memorial hospital was either abusing 
being in a position of power, or was perhaps following an unofficial order which 
violated the patient´s right to treatment. Should any similar situation arise, it is 
imperative to stand firm, know your rights and report anyone who is acting out a 
spurious agenda.
If you are being given instructions to do something that you do not understand or 
feel is wrong, you are within your rights to ask questions and challenge the order. 
¨Just doing your job¨ is no excuse, if your actions lead to the harm of others. We all 
benefit, when we ask questions instead of blindly following directions.
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By Sula van Lelyveld

Safety of the “vaccinated” 

Like many parts of the world, South Africa seems to be emerging well from the grip of SARS- 
CoV-2 and its associated disease, covid-19. But on Monday night, President Ramaphosa 
announced a plan that ensures the footprint of this likely-lab-created pathogen stays with the 
South African people for years to come. A plan that discriminates against those that don’t 
play according to the game plan set by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Clinton 
Health Access Initiative, USAID, Johnson & Johnson, the UN Population Fund – and others.
South Africa’s covid status
According to data from Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, omicron peaked at the 
end of January with over 23 million weekly cases, more than in any of the previous three 
waves of more virulent strains like delta. But this was accompanied by only a marginal 
increase in deaths such is the mildness of omicron compared with delta and other strains.
Meanwhile, hospital admissions associated with positive tests of covid-19 – an approximate 
indirect marker for severe covid-19 disease – have fallen to almost zero, contrasting with 
data from the UK data, for example, where admissions are increasing following (but not 
necessarily caused by) the relaxation of measures. 
The official figures mesh well with the experiences reported by the dozens of South African 
clinicians with whom we have strong connections through our work with the World Council 
for Health. These include doctors, like my co-chair of the Health & Humanities Committee, Dr 
Naseeba Kathrada, who’ve been consistently in the frontlines of the South African struggle 
against a virus, jab injuries and a government that, like so many, seems to follow anything 
but the science  

SA not following the science 
By Dr Rob Verkerk 

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
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Nhlanhla “Lux” Dlamini is the leader of Operation Dudula and Soweto 
Parliament. A movement that the township communities are rallying behind 
and preaching wonderful stories about. They seemingly are cleaning up the 
townships and taxi ranks, helping identify illegal immigrants who are 
undocumented, helping call out all unscrupulous traders mostly Pakistani in 
the townships, who are selling expired products to our unsuspecting
communities and children. All their operations done under the dutiful eye of 
the police, media are also invited, and positive coverage is made by the same 
media. In recent days, the EFF has called Operation Dudula out for being 
ANC supported and funded by the Ruperts and Oppenheimers. And to take 
matters back to last year July, Nhlanhla Lux shot to fame with protecting a 
shopping centre in Soweto and subsequent to that was pictured being 
honoured with Mrs Oppenheimer for his role and example in protecting 
Maponya Shopping Centre. The President of South Africa has also called out 
against operations like Dudula, whom he is worried are not ideal to be leading 
such operations and could fuel up once again xenophobia. 
Many have begun to question the narrative here as being created to misdirect 
the general public and seen to create a false PR campaign. And same people 
worry that this narrative is working. They have under the auspices of JHB 
Metro cleaned out the Noord Taxi rank in downtown Johannesburg and 
identified many illegal immigrants etc. Who have been arrested or removed by 
the accompanying police who seem to be singing high praises for Operation 
Dudula and its leadership. A rare feat indeed. 
Are Operation Dudula, the answer for the failures of our police services to 
eradicating drug dealers and illegal immigrants from our communities? Are 
they also the answer to the failures of waste management services like 
PikItup to maintain the cleanlinesss of our communities and street?

Many, like me, do not know which story to believe. What we see are the 
positive outcomes, we seeing a movement of positive action rising up from 
within the townships. They have been peaceful in all these engagements and 
THAT is something that worries politicians and others in the political ring. 
Operation Dudula is seen as group creating a false narrative but also if seen 
to create rifts between the ordinary South Africans and illegal immigrants, 
documented and undocumented alike. 
Just in, before end of the week, were comments made by KR Code 19 on this. 
It’s their assertion that the Operation Dudula narrative is being created to 
misdirect the general public from the government’s agenda on Covid. Where 
everything they now doing under Operation Dududla is being filmed and 
photos taken. KR Code 19 seems to suggest that for one to be able to wield 
this much of an influence over media and SAPS, should in itself give you the 
clear picture that this movement is supported and advanced by government. 
And is thus propaganda. The aim is to lead SA into conflict and physical clash 
and with these xenophobic flames nicely set to be fanned. Leading to a state 
of emergency and Ramaphosa and Co gain a further upper hand of a military 
ruled state. No getting out of it for us and with all democratic processes 
stayed and the rogue political actors having a free run free to continue in 
hijacking the state and our democracy and full ability to rigg the upcoming 
elections. 
Time will tell. What are your comments and insights on the above? Please 
leave your comment #TheMBA-Dududula 
Themba Madi is a contributing writer for Vuka News and writes in his capacity 
as Chairman of The Ngalonde Institute.
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Why it’s not really about health

Covid myopia’ as we termed it back in October 2020 is killing people. Many of us have long argued 
that given the manipulation behind covid-related death and hospitalisation statistics, the better 
metric for the pandemic’s impact on mortality is changes in expected all-cause mortality – or 
excess mortality (the deviation from expected death rates usually based on the last 5 years’ 
average).
We see South Africans are suffering, with the cumulative numbers still increasing as they are in 
some countries, such as the USA and Italy, but not in others, like the UK, Germany and Canada. If 
President Ramaphosa was really concerned about the health and welfare of his people, this 
trajectory is one he’d be drawing public attention to in his address to the nation. We can see South
Africans are not dying of covid, but they are dying more quickly than expected for reasons other 
than covid because the normal processes of healthcare, including access to clinical care and 
diagnostics that allow opportunities for early treatment, are failing.
What’s more, based on anecdotes from personal communications with our connections in the 
medical community in South Africa, covid-19 injection side effects that include increased rates of 
ischemic events and cancers, may be contributing to this excess mortality. 
What’s the end game
There are two main threads here. One relates to digital surveillance, the other to the globalists’ 
plans for South Africa as a vaccine manufacturing hub. Both lead to transhumanism. 
Let’s start on the surveillance side. If your plan is to control people, life of course gets much easier 
if you can use a device to facilitate your digital surveillance system. What better than using the 
mobile cell phone that the vast majority of people outside a subsistence existence have now 
become dependent on: the smartphone? By 2021, there were an estimated 6.4 billion smartphone 
subscriptions worldwide and a global population of around 7.8 billion. That makes 78% of the 
world’s population. In South Africa, the proportion is a little lower, around 63%.
Look no further than Gustav Praekelt – the founder of Praekelt.org – the non-profit behind the roll- 
out of the covid tracking and information system in South Africa, continental Africa, and beyond.
The Praekelt.org website boldly claims: “The potential to reach 2 billion people globally
This is odd on a continent that has largely escaped the covid-19 pandemic – but has the lowest 
vaccination rate in the world; roughly half the global average and less than one-third of most 
industrialised countries.
The initiative is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Clintons, J&J. The Praekelt 
COVID-19 Connect app is deeply integrated into the machinations of the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the South African National Department of Health. It’s all about 
surveillance – clearly not a virus that has made a particularly poor showing on a continent that has 
one of the youngest age distributions and the greatest projected population growth rate. It’s also 
no doubt why the UN Population Fund is also involved with the Praekelt app. South Africa: the 
BRICS ‘vaccine’ manufacturing hub for Africa
The final piece to this puzzle is the plan to establish South Africa as the bastion of manufacture for 
covid-19 and other next generation genetic ‘vaccines’ destined for the people of Africa. That’s why 
J&J is in. That’s why the Chinese Sinopharm ‘vaccine’ has already been registered in South Africa,
among people 18 years and older.
That’s why the South African government has agreed to plans to let a new consortium linked to the 
WHO establish South Africa as a tech hub for mRNA vaccines, “that will allow for greater and more 
diversified vaccines manufacturing capability, strengthen African regional health security and 
respond more equitably to the current COVID-19 pandemic and future pandemics”.
This has been part of a long-term plan to establish BRICS nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China and 
South Africa) as hubs for global vaccine manufacture.
South Africa is the springboard to the rest of Africa. If they won’t be ‘vaccine-first’, they are at least 
‘mobile-first’. But no doubt doubling down on removing privileges and rights from those who don’t 
play the covid ‘vaccination’ or testing game, will force many to succumb – despite there being no 
apparent health benefits.
Eyes, ears and mouths – wide open
The sooner more people wake up to the fact that global public health policy has been manipulated 
by a small group of people – those associated with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation being the 
common denominator almost without exception – the sooner we, the people, can take back natural 
and unalienable rights and live as free and sovereign people.
It won’t be easy – but the more of us who see what’s coming and where’s it’s coming from, the 
greater our chances for future generations.
For this reason, we must keep a very careful eye on what happens next in South Africa and do 
what we can to support the small band of doctors, practitioners and awakened activists that are 
trying to derail the government’s attempts to control a population through outside pressure and 
funding.
It may seem like a David and Goliath battle, but let us not forget that the population of South Africa 
is among the most enlightened when it comes to appreciating the travesties and true costs of 
population control through discrimination.
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Operation Dudula - Vigilante or 
Community Support Group 

By Dr Rob Verkerk 

by Themba “TheMBA” Madi
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